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Plan a Magical 

Teacher In-Service
With Various Pedagogical 

Approaches

By: Rachel Supalla MA.Rachel@visiontreeleadership.com

By: Rachel Supalla 
MA

uriosity leads to Creativity

ovement (Constructivism)

nnovate to Inpire 

(Transformative Teaching)

spire for Greatness (Behaviorism)

amify (Connectivism)

5  Steps 
to aMagical 

Teacher In-

Service
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We Teachers are rather 

good at Magic,  you know.        

-Professor McGonagall 

Harry Potter

What Teachers 

need to be 

Magical 

Teachers need be better 
equipped for good, bad, ugly 
and exhausting.

Teachers need to see what they are 
working towards and aspire for more 
and be part of something bigger.

Teachers need to feel inspired 
and to bring the magic back by 
contributing. 

By: Rachel Supalla 
M.Ed.

Maslow’s 

Hierarchy of 

Needs 
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Choose Your Focus

1 2 3 4
CHOOSE

A
WORD 

OR 
THEME

PLAN OUT 
TRAINING 

THEME 
PLAN LEARNING 

CONTENT TO 
ALIGN WITH THE 

THEME AND 
PEDAGOGICAL 
APPROACHES 

SET THE 
STAGE TO 
ENGAGE

CHOOSE A 
WORD

Set the Stage to Engage
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The number one 

way to bring magic 

back to you and 

your class is by 

moving your body

ove your Body 

Constructivism helps 

students learn by moving 

their body,  doing things with 

their hands and using the 

project approach 

Thrive with Five

Commit to 5  ways you and your 

Team will Move your Body
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spire for 

Greatness 

Behaviorism is a way of 

teaching that focuses on how 

the environment affects 

behavior using rewards and 

Competition

amify your 

training and use 

storytelling
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Be prepared, always have a plan b,c,d  Connectivism is a way 

of teaching that 

involves using 

technology and 

connecting with others 

to learn.  

Create "Teacher Tribes"

Make everything a game, use 
technology in interesting ways

Make storytelling part of 
everything you do. 

Facilitate Connection outside 
of the meetings that are 
ongoing. (Playground Wars)

Tell 

Stories and 

use props as 

often as 

possible 

Spot it 

Storytelling
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nnovate to 

Inspire 

Surround yourself with inspiration. 
Transformative 

learning is a way of 

teaching that helps 

students understand a 

topic by thinking and 

solving using 

activities like 

experiments,  

Brainstorming and 

problem-solving.

Constraints are your friend not your enemy.  
“Necessity is the mother of invention” 

Get an accountability buddy 

Flip your assumptions 

Healthy brainstorming leads to
innovative thinking 
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“Innovation is 

the unrelenting 

drive to break 

the status quo 

and develop 

anew where 

few have dared 

to go.“

Steven Jeffes

Innovative 

Gadgets

uriosity leads 

to Creativity 
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http://www.stevenjeffes.com/
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"Commit to being more Curious,  

empathetic and less judgmental and 

your creativity will soar. "

Ways Curiousity 

leads to 

Creativity 

5 MAGICAL Questions  

Collaboration allows the 
creative spirit to soar 

Think like a child 

Genuine Authenticity, Empathy and 
Non-Judgement 

Allow yourself to be bored, clear Your mind so you can create 

5  Magical Questions? ? ? ?  

What if? 
And Then? 

I wonder how? 
What happens when?
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Collaboration 

allows the 

creative spirit to  

soar

Once you are able to 

commit to:

Moving your body regularly using Constructivism 

Aspire for Greatness using Behaviorism 

Gamify your classrooms using Connectivism              

Innovate to Inspire with Transformational Teaching

and your 

Curiosity leads to Creativity

You will see the MAGIC come back in your classrooms 

“Believe in your heart that you’re 
meant to live a life full of passion, 
purpose, magic and miracles.” –

Roy T. Bennett

By: Rachel Supalla 
M.Ed.
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Thank You so Much!  I would Love 

to work and Play with you!  I do 

virtual and In-person Magic retreats 

and team trainings,  consulting and 

online courses and coaching

Rachel Supalla Ma.  Rachel@ visiontreeleadership. com www. visiontreeleadership. com
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mailto:Rachel@visiontreeleadership.com
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